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KISS YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA  
WOES GOODBYE
How to enjoy promoting your business on
social channels.

Bonus 12-month content planner!
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Promoting your business on social media feels like it should be fun. 

But figuring out what content to post and how to avoid endless scrolling
often brings so much frustration and worry. You just can’t be bothered
figuring it out. So, it gets dumped in the bottom of your marketing basket.

You know you don’t want to waste extra time staring at a screen. Letting it
drain you of your precious energy when you’d rather be at the beach… no
thanks.

But what if you could quickly plan your social content for a whole year?
What if you could easily come up with content topics your audience would
find helpful and interesting?
Would you like social media marketing to be simple and enjoyable?

Give me a heck yeah! I know you do. That’s why I created this guide for you. I
want you to tame the social media beasts and make them start working for
you.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING 
THE EASY WAY
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The first move towards creating useful content is changing the way you
think about it. Usually you come from the angle of needing to churn out
content to promote your business. Instead, you’ll gain more engagement
by focusing on what your audience wants to hear. 

In the next four steps you’ll flip your content planning and make your
posts make meet your audience’s needs (as well as yours!).

WHAT YOU'RE ABOUT
TO LEARN

How to whip up a content plan

How to repurpose content you already have 
(and save yourself stacks of time!)

The structure of a social media post

Staying up to date with social media changes

Becoming friends with the social channels

Read
y?
LET'S GO!
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WHAT'S THE
PROBLEM?

Naturally, these shoes have lost their brand-new whiteness and
are pretty scuffed. The customer thinks the problem is how they,
as a person, look messy when they want to look good. But the real
problem is their shoes are worn out and dirty.

You need to meet your customer where they think the problem is.
So instead of talking about clean shoes, you talk to them about
looking fresh and feeling tidy in their appearance.

This way they feel understood. You’ve built empathy for what
they’re dealing with. So when you think about your customer’s
problem, try to see how it’s affecting them. This will show you
how to reach out to them and offer a solution they’ll be happy
with.

What your customer thinks is
the problem is not the same as
what you see as being their
problem. I know that’s a tricky
concept to grasp so lets
explore this with an example.
 
Imagine your customer owns a
pair of white shoes. They love
them and wear them all the
time.



SIMPLE CONTENT
PLANNING

WHAT PROBLEM DOES YOUR IDEAL
CUSTOMER HAVE RIGHT NOW?

There are four steps involved in coming up
with content ideas:

Start by thinking about what’s causing your target market pain.
What are they worried about? What’s costing them time or money?
Write down everything that pops into your mind, make sure to get
all your thoughts onto the page. Then choose one of these
problems and move to step two.

Example: they don’t know how to keep their white shoes clean.
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WHAT WOULD FIX THIS?

1

2
Now let’s work through all the ways to solve this problem. What
would take their pain away? Don’t get stuck on solutions that only
involve your business. Allow your problem-solving creativity to run
free. Write down every idea you have, no matter how whacky.

Example: having the right tools to get dirt off, understanding the
best method for cleaning them, having products
to maintain their whiteness.
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CREATE CONTENT TO SOLVE THEIR
PROBLEM 3
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Next, look at how the above solutions could be formed into
content. Maybe it suits a blog post? Or is it a short tip that suits a
tweet? Or does it work as a sequence of social media posts?

Example: a set of three posts about how to clean white shoes with
products easily found in the home.

LINK THE CONTENT TO YOUR OFFER

Find a theme or relation between the content idea you’ve chosen and
your product or service. A direct relationship might be something
like a meal planning sheet and your nutrition coaching services.
 But it doesn’t have to be an obvious link. Often, an indirect
relationship is effective and sometimes seen as more valuable. Such
as creating a guide to the best local deli’s and how to prepare
gourmet platters, then leading them to your range of wines.

Example: link to your range of silver and gold shoelaces to match
their sparkling clean white shoes.

TEST PINTEREST TO SEE IF IT MAY WORK
FOR YOUR BRAND. IF YOUR TARGET
AUDIENCE IS MUMS, THEY SPEND A LOT OF
TIME SEARCHING FOR PRODUCTS, IDEAS
AND HACKS ON PINTEREST.

HOT TIP!



CREATING A 12-MONTH
CONTENT PLAN

Example
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Choose a theme for each month
Match post ideas to the relevant theme
List related keywords next to the post

Once you’ve got a bunch of ideas, it’s time to whip up your 12-
month content plan. Start by choosing a theme for each month.
January is synonymous with new beginnings. So, if you’re selling
t-shirts the theme for this month could be freshen up your
wardrobe. Think about what emotions and events each month
brings and link your theme around them.

After choosing a theme for each month, start to match your post
ideas with a theme. Lastly, look at your keywords and list the ones
that are relevant next to the post ideas.

A quick review of the process:
1.
2.
3.

Six ways to freshen up your wardrobe
How to revive your whites
Different ways to wear the same tee

Change my look
Cleaning white
T-shirt, latest fashion tips

Month: January    
Theme: New beginnings
Post ideas: 

Keywords: 
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Readers love variety. Let’s give them
what they want by switching up the
format for your posts. Here’s a list of
different content types to keep your
audience wanting more. 

They’re great for answering or asking
questions, promoting your products and
services, plus sharing stories,
testimonials, reviews and quotes.

Carousel of images

GIF 

Image with text 

Image only 

Pins from Pinterest

Podcast

SPICE UP YOUR
SOCIALS

Poll

Promote a blog post 

Slideshows

Text only 

Video

USE MINIMAL HASHTAGS IN YOUR
INSTAGRAM POSTS AND POP THEM IN A
COMMENT INSTEAD.

Just remember to keep your branding style and tone of voice
consistent so they know who they’re engaging with.

Types of content

HOT TIP!



12-MONTH CONTENT PLANNER

THEME POST IDEAS KEYWORDSMONTH

January

February

March

Apr i l

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Congratulat ions,  you just  p lanned a  whole  year 's  worth  of  content !
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FROM OLD

TO NEW

No one will remember posts from more than a year ago.
Go back through all your old posts and sort them into two
categories – evergreen and topical. Topical content is
anything that’s related to a certain time or event, you
won’t be able to reuse it now because it’s outdated.
Evergreen content stays useful forever (yippee!).

Now comes the exciting part. Start using content from
your blog, sales pages and website to create posts.
That’s right, pull paragraphs from all of those resources
and turn them into fodder for your socials.

Remember, consistency is key. So, not only is it okay to
use the same content for each social channel, it’s
recommended. All you need to do is tweak each post to
suit the platform. To keep your branding consistent, make
sure you use the same tone of voice in each piece of
content you create too.

While most of your posts will work across all platforms,
some won’t. LinkedIn is generally more informative, less
intimate or chatty. Posts without an image as a feature
naturally won’t work for Instagram. Facebook is where
you can reveal a little more about yourself and make the
message more personal.
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STRUCTURING YOUR 
POSTS

H O O K

B O D Y

C T A

The length of your posts on Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter might all differ but there are key elements that stay the
same. Knowing the basics of how to make your posts capture the
reader’s attention speeds up the writing process. 
To make it easy to remember, I’ve broken the post structure into
three steps – hook, body and call to action (CTA).

The first line of any social post is your chance to capture the
reader’s attention. This line deserves a decent chunk of your
attention during the writing process.

Now it’s time to chat to your audience. Fill them in on the topic
and explain how you’re sharing it to help them. Make it interesting
and useful. This is where you cut down or expand the word count
depending on which channel you’ll be posting it to.

The way you finish your post will create click throughs or echoes.
I’ll let you in on a secret – you actually have to tell them what do.
Tell them to click the link in your bio or to DM you, or to share their
thoughts in the comments. You need to prompt them to take
action.
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WANNA BE 
FRIENDS?
Social media is known for being a bit
of a time suck. It’s easy to just keep
scrolling without any real purpose.

Having healthy boundaries is crucial
to avoiding wasting time on socials.
The first step is to gain a bit of self-
awareness, are you on there for
business or personal use?

If you’ve hopped on to post for your
business, make a habit of setting a
timer for a maximum of ten minutes,
then get off. 

Allow yourself to pop back on
around half an hour later to reply to
any comments. Get strategic with
your use of socials for your
business. Treat it like a session with
a client or imagine you’re paying for
every minute you spend on there.

START WITH POSTING ON CHANNELS YOU FEEL
COMFORTABLE WITH, THEN MOVE TO WHERE YOUR
AUDIENCE IS. IT’S VITAL TO KNOW WHERE YOUR
AUDIENCE HANGS OUT. BUT YOU NEED TO START
ENJOYING POSTING FIRST.

HOT TIP!
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If you’re hanging out on socials in your
non-work time, ask yourself what am I
looking for? If you’re seeking an
answer, do you really want to spend
half a day not finding it?

I'M BORED

Go for a walk, paint a picture, hit a punching bag, pat your pet,
watch your favourite TV show or just sit and meditate. It’s okay
to be bored. You don’t always have seek to escape from it.
Boredom often opens the door for creativity.

CRAVING CONNECTION

AIMLESS SCROLLING IS FROM:

Send a text to a friend, call your mum, talk to your neighbour,
jump on a video chat with a biz buddy. You’ll gain far more
satisfaction and also make them feel special by thinking of
them too.

Get on google and do some research, or ask someone who
knows. Maybe pop your question in a Facebook group or send an
expert a DM. Another idea is to turn your question into a post.
Your followers love to be helpful, don’t be afraid to ask them
questions.

DITCH THE ENDLESS 

SCROLL!



STAY IN FRONT OF 
YOUR AUDIENCE
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Pretty much any way a reader interacts with your post gets
counted by that channel’s algorithm.

They might not like or comment on your post but if they stop
scrolling on it, it’s still recognised as engagement. The time they
spend reading your post, viewing your video, hanging around on
your account gets picked up by the algorithm.

The first two weeks of getting a new follower is when you need to
engage with them most because that’s when you’re in their news
feed. So how do you stay in their feed?

Make your posts saveable. This means providing value which your
audience wants to refer back to later.

For organic content, don’t get upset if you don’t get high
engagement with every post. Instead expect it and keep posting
anyway. Aim for one out of every six posts to be exceptional and
to grab a decent amount of attention. 

Every post needs to serve a purpose (don’t post just for the sake
of it) but the other five out of six won’t gain much of a reaction.
Promotional posts rarely do well, but they still need to be done. 
So, focus on putting more effort in for every sixth post to get it
beyond your average engagement.

MAKE YOUR PHOTOS THE BEST POSSIBLE QUALITY
YOU CAN. NO MATTER WHAT THE CONTENT IS,
STUNNING IMAGERY ALWAYS CAPTURES
ATTENTION.

HOT TIP!



KEEPING UP WITH 
THE COOL KIDS

Sign up to Social Media Today’s newsletter.
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/topic/social-media-updates/

1

Brooke Vulinovich
www.instagram.com/brookevulinovich2

Amy Wyhoon
https://www.instagram.com/sugarpopsocial/3

If you prefer to get the news straight from the source, here’s where
you’ll find information on what’s happening in Facebook and
Instagram.
https://www.facebook.com/business/news

4
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Stay up to date

It’s easy to feel like you’re being left behind with the constant
changes to the social media channels. 
I’ve got an insider tip for you, follow the ones who know. 
Don’t go hunting for the latest algorithm changes, instead let
someone else do all the work for you. Leave it to those who adore
social media and let them tell you what’s happening.

Now if you’re wondering why some of your followers see your
posts and some don’t, it comes down to how much they interact
with you. This may change over time, but all socials are definitely
focused on one to one connection. It’s worth spending time asking
your followers to comment, replying to comments, sending DM’s
to thank people and chatting with them. The more they interact
with your brand, the more you’ll show up in their feed.



Now that you’ve learnt more about writing social media posts, maybe you’ve
realised you’d rather be getting a massage or go rock climbing. Spend more
time doing the things you love and let me handle it for you.

Hi, I’m Kara, your friendly fitness copywriter. I help
health, fitness and wellness professionals make
their words sell. From writing epic sales pages to
making your content SEO friendly, I’ll get your words
working for you. A healthy living nerd and mum of
three energetic kids, you’ll often find me drinking
smoothies, doing a yoga session or swimming at
my local beach on the beautiful Mornington
Peninsula.

Let’s chat about your marketing goals and how I
can help you reach them. Chat soon,

Get found by Google with SEO website content.
Build your memberships with targeted email campaigns.
Educate your clients with interesting and well researched blog posts.
Feel confident on camera with video scripts that sound natural.
Keep your advertising compliant with copy written to meet industry
standards.

It’s time to share your offer with the world. I'll help you to:

Remember, the purpose of social media marketing is to get people onto
your email list. Followers are wonderful (you’re building brand awareness),
but email lists make sales.

DON'T WANT TO DIY?

WORK WITH ME

Kara

WWW.KARASTOKESCOPYWRITER.COM

ks@karastokescopywriter.com

READY TO MAKE
YOUR BRAND HEARD?

https://karastokescopywriter.com/
https://www.instagram.com/karastokescopywriter/
https://www.facebook.com/karastokescopywriter
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karastokescopywriter/

